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ABSTRACT
Polymer based microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) micromachining is
finding more interest in research and applications. This is due to its low cost and less time
processing compared with silicon MEMS.
SU-8 is a photo-patternable polymer that is used as a structural layer for MEMS
and microfluidic devices. In addition to being processed with low cost, it is a
biocompatible material with good mechanical properties. Also, amorphous silicon (α-Si)
has found use as a sacrificial layer in silicon MEMS applications. α-Si can be deposited
at large thicknesses for MEMS applications and also can be released in a dry method
using XeF2 which can solve stiction problems related to MEMS applications. In this
thesis, an SU-8 MEMS process is developed using amorphous silicon (α-Si) as a
sacrificial layer.
Electrostatic actuation and sensing is used in many MEMS applications. SU-8 is a
dielectric material which limits its direct use in electrostatic actuation. This thesis
provides a MEMS process with two conductive metal electrodes that can be used for outof-plane electrostatic applications like MEMS switches and variable capacitors. The
process provides the fabrication of dimples that can be conductive or non-conductive to
facilitate more flexibility for MEMS designers. This SU-8 process can fabricate SU-8
MEMS structures of a single layer of two different thicknesses. Process parameters were
tuned for two sets of thicknesses which are thin (5-10µm) and thick (130µm).
Chevron bent-beam structures and different suspended beams (cantilevers and
bridges) were fabricated to characterize the SU-8 process through extracting the density,
Young’s Modulus and the Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (CTE) of SU-8. Also, the
process was tested and used as an educational tool through which different MEMS
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structures were fabricated including MEMS switches, variable capacitors and thermal
actuators.
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1 Introduction
The thesis discusses the development of an SU-8 MEMS process using α-Si as a
sacrificial material and integrating two metal conductive layers: one stationary to the
substrate and one moving with the SU-8 MEMS structures. This chapter introduces some
basic ideas about polymer-based MEMS. It also explains the motivation behind this work.
The following chapter gives background about SU-8 material properties and method of
processing, and also sums up the state-of-the-art SU-8 based process available. The third
chapter explains in detail the flow of the SU-8 MEMS process. Chapter 4 reports and
discusses the fabrication results of the process. Chapter 5 provides a characterization of
the process with testing some of the fabricated devices. Chapter 6 sums up the
contribution and proposed future work. Finally, chapter 7 ends the thesis with some
concluding remarks.

1.1 Polymer-Based MEMS Micromachining
When MEMS applications were first introduced, the main material that was used
in building such systems was silicon as it uses the same fabrication process and tools for
fabricating CMOS circuits. The advantage of such processes is that it has more potential
to be integrated with CMOS given that it is using the same material and technologies.
However, more MEMS applications require simpler fabrication processes, and different
approaches of integration with CMOS have been introduced, which allowed the
investigation of other materials and fabrication technologies rather than the silicon based
ones.
Polymer-based MEMS is an example of non-Si based MEMS that offers
advantages such as mechanical flexibility compared to Si, lower-cost and faster
processing and low temperature processing. In addition, there are certain polymeric
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materials that are biocompatible [1] which allow the fabrication of MEMS in biomedical
applications.
Examples of these polymer materials include non-photopatternable polymers such
as PDMS and photopatternable such as SU-8 and PMGI. Each type has its own
processing techniques and applications. Non-photopatternable polymers are processed
using non-conventional processing technologies like molding, imprinting and screen
printing. Such processes are used more in microfluidic applications where the feature
sizes are comparably bigger compared to MEMS applications. Photopatternable polymers
are processed with the conventional photolithography steps. Such materials allow smaller
feature sizes which is more suitable to MEMS applications.

1.2 SU-8 as a Structural Layer
SU-8 is an epoxy-based negative resist which was developed by IBM ® for the main
purpose of having a high aspect ratio resist to be used in UV-LIGA. It is a thick resist that
can be spun over a thickness ranging from 0.5µm to 200µm in a single spin. It was
further used in microfludics as a main mold for forming microfluidic channels and also as
a structural material for MEMS devices. What makes it a good material as a structural
layer is its mechanical flexibility and stability after being cured. It also has a small
Young’s Modulus (~4GPa) and a reasonably high density (~1160kg/m3) compared to
other polymer materials. Such properties makes SU-8 a good candidate for polymerbased MEMS processes [2].

1.3 Motivation
SU-8 is a commonly used polymer for MEMS applications. Most SU-8 based
MEMS processes allow the fabrication of freestanding structures such as cantilevers and
bridges, or free moving structures like hinged plates and gears [2] [3]; however they are
not flexible enough to fabricate structures that need electrical excitation like capacitors,
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switches or resonators. The development of a baseline process of SU-8 structural layer
with metal electrodes allows the fabrication of such devices. Also, having such an inhouse SU-8 MEMS process in KAUST provides a fast prototyping method and good
educational tool for the MEMS classes as it allows the students to design and test their
structures during a semester time period rather than designing in PolyMUMPs® process
which takes 6 weeks from sending the layout to getting fabricated structures.
Therefore, this thesis explores the development of an SU-8 Multi-layer MEMS
process with metal electrodes. The process is based on two metal layers to form
electrodes where one electrode is fixed on the substrate and the other electrode is
supported with an SU-8 structural layer from the top. The thickness of SU-8 structural
layer(s) can be changed to match the application it is designed for. Amorphous Silicon
was found to be a good candidate as a sacrificial layer for such process given that it can
be released using XeF2 gas which prevents the stiction that usually occurs during wet
release. Two layers of SU-8 of different thicknesses (5~10 microns, 150 microns) were
developed for more design flexibility.
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2 SU-8 Processing and Applications
2.1 SU-8 Material Properties and Processing
SU-8 is an epoxy-based photopatternable polymer that is used in a wide range of
MEMS and microfluidic applications. It is a negative resist that is responsive to near UVlight (350nm-400nm). It has been invented by IBM for the purpose of obtaining a high
thickness from a single spin of resist to be used for UV-LIGA [4]. UV-LIGA is the
process of fabricating electroplated high aspect ratio metal structures using polymer mold
that is prepared using UV exposure and development. There are two companies that are
licensed to produce SU-8: MicroChem® [5] and Gersteltec® [6].

2.1.1Processing of SU-8
SU-8 is processed using the standard photolithography technology. It can be spun in
a wide range of thicknesses from 0.5 micron to 200 microns in a single spin depending on
the solid content in the dissolved resist used, and the spin speed. MicroChem®’s SU-8
2000 series is the one available in KAUST. The higher order two digits is the code for the
solvent of the resist. The solvent used in this series allows improved coating capabilities,
good patternability for vertical sidewalls and also faster drying which reduces the baking
time. The lower order two digits is an indicator of the thickness range that can be
obtained as this number is equal to the thickness in microns of the SU-8 resist if it is spun
at 3000 rpm on top of a silicon substrate. Our EMPIRe group has SU-8 2005, 2010, 2025
and 2050. They vary in the solid content of SU-8 in the solution as mentioned before.
The important point to discuss here is the baking steps of the resist and their impact
on the properties of the processed film. SU-8 is first baked before exposure to evaporate
the solvent out of the SU-8 and make it solid after spinning and this is called the “soft”
baking. There is another baking after exposure to densify the crosslinking of the exposed
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SU-8 and this is called post exposure baking (PEB). Soft baking and PEB are both done
in the range of 65-95oC. There is another baking that is done after the development which
increases the crosslinking of the remaining structures and also increases its glass
transition temperature to withstand higher temperature and this is called hard baking. The
hard baking is done at 110-250oC. The glass transition temperature for a polymer is the
temperature at which the polymer loses its mechanical hardness and becomes soft and it
reflows. Soft baking should not exceed 130 degrees as above this temperature SU-8 starts
to crosslink without exposure [7]. PEB using hot plate affects the bottom side of the SU-8
film to crosslink more than the upper surface, which is the opposite of the exposure effect.
Careful adjustment of the exposure dose and the PEB time allows the fabrication of low
curvature SU-8 Structures. Hard baking is the biggest impact on the density of the SU-8
MEMS structures.
There are other non-standard processes that have been used with SU-8 such as
reactive ion etching (RIE) [8], e-beam lithography (EBL) [9] and other processes;
however, discussing them in more details is out of the scope of the thesis.

2.1.2Material Properties of SU-8
IBM first invented SU-8 in 1989 [4]. A great deal of research has been done about
properties of SU-8 including characterization and even resist modification to be
electrically conductive [10] [11] or piezoelectric [12]. Here, the focus will be the
important properties related to the process developed in this thesis which are the
mechanical and electrical properties of SU-8.
Young’s Modulus, density and coefficient of thermal expansion are the main
properties for designing any MEMS structure. For the value of Young’s Modulus, it
varies in the literature from 2GPa in MicroChem®’s Datasheet [13] to 5.9±0.9GPa [14].
This variation is basically due to processing conditions that differ from one study to the
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other. It should be noted that even with the largest Young’s Modulus values documented
are still less than that of the metal or silicon which are over 100GPa. This allows the
fabrication of less stiff free standing structures that could be more sensitive or applicable
to low frequency applications.
The mass density also varies with processing conditions. It ranges in the literature
from 1164 kg/m3 [15] to 1218 kg/m3 [14]. The Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (CTE)
is documented to be 52ppm/oC in the Datasheet [13] while it has been calculated to be as
large as 87.1ppm/oC in [14].
SU-8 is an electrical-isolation material with a dielectric constant of 3.2 at 10MHz.
That’s why, in order to actuate an SU-8 structure electrostatically, there is a need for
metal layers to be integrated with it in the fabrication. It can be taken as an advantage in
the process to provide protection from electrical break down in MEMS capacitors for
instance. This has been considered in the development of the process presented. As
mentioned before, there are some attempts to make the SU-8 conductive either by mixing
conductive nanoparticles in the resist [10] or by mixing it with polyaniline [11] which is a
conductive polymer.

2.2 State-of-the-Art SU-8 MEMS Processes
SU-8 found many applications in UV-LIGA, MEMS and microfluidics. It was used
in MEMS as a structural layer [3] [2], MEMS Packaging [16] and as sacrificial layer [17]
[18]. It was also used in microfluidics as a mold for forming channels [19] and also as an
actual material for forming microfluidic channels [20] [21]. In this review, the focus is on
the processes developed in which SU-8 is used as a structural layer for MEMS
applications.
Processesing of SU-8 as a structural layer can be categorized into four types
according to Chuang et. al. [22]. He was discussing these from a microfludics perspective
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but it can be applied also to MEMS based structures. Figure 1 illustrates the four different
types redrawn to match the MEMS based processes. In the first method, called
assembly/bonding, the different layers of SU-8 are formed separately on different wafers.
Then the overhanging structures are assembled by bonding both wafers and removing the
second. This method requires that the second SU-8 layer to be less adhesive to the second
substrate used. In the second method, the SU-8 is considered the structural and the
sacrificial layer. This is because the structures are defined by controlling the exposure
dose to define the crosslinking depth of SU-8 then the release is done by developing the
uncrosslinked SU-8. The third method is similar to the second one but the difference is
that each layer is spun and exposed separately and there is a buried mask deposited in
between layers to protect the layer below from getting exposed and crosslinked. The
release is done by etching of the buried mask and developing the uncrosslinked SU-8.
The fourth and last method uses a sacrificial layer that is different from SU-8 and has a
specific etchant that is not affecting SU-8.

Figure 1 The four main SU-8 based MEMS fabrication methods based on Chaung et.al. categorization for
microfluidics: a) Assembly/Bonding, b) Exposure Dose Control, c) Buried Mask and d) Sacrificial Layer
[22]1

1

The images are drawn to match the MEMS application as understood from the reference same in Figure 2
and 3
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Table 1 summarizes the SU-8 MEMS structures that have been reported in the
literature according to the categorization rendered above, materials used, number of
layers, and the number of electrodes for sensing or actuation. It should be noted that the
literature focuses on the ability to fabricate freestanding parts as the purpose is to
investigate the processes at which mechanical switches or MEMS capacitors could be
fabricated using the SU-8. Therefore, a process that allows having two conductive layers
is the more advantageous. The number of layers is defined similar to the definition
explained by Foulds et al [2]. The number 1 denotes single over hanging structural layer
of single thickness. “1.5”denotes single over hanging structural layer with two patterned
thicknesses. Finally, “2” indicates two over hanging structural layers that can be
patterned separately; each layer is of single thickness.

2.2.1Critical Eye of the State-of-the-Art Processes
To the best of my knowledge and based on the review depicted above, there are
only four2 processes that attempted having two electrodes with SU-8 MEMS structures.
Chu et. al. [23] and Prashanthi et. al. [12] used Silocon Dioxide as a sactrificial layer and
BOE HF for releasing the SU-8 structures. For their applications they need to have
electrodes from top and bottom of the SU-8 layer. Chu et. al. needed one connected
electrode surrounding their SU-8 structural layer (in this case microgripper) to thermally
actuate it. Prashanthi et. al. fabricated two separate electrodes from the top and bottom of
a layer of SU-8 with ZnO piezoelectic nanocomposite to actuate it. Such processes can
not apply in fabricating MEMS switches or variable capacitive applications.

2

Colored in green in Table 1
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Table 1 SU-8 Based MEMS Processes in the Literature

Reference

SU-8
Layers

Number of Electrodes

Reported Structures

2

None

Valves and Gears

2

None

Pneumatic Piston on FR4 substrate

1
1
1
1
1

None
2
None
None
None

Microrobotic Insect
Electrostatic Microscanner
Cantilevers & Bridges
Cantilevers & Bridges
Cantilevers

2

None

Hinged Plates & Gears

1
1

None
1

Polystyrene

1.5

1

LOR
PMGI
PMGI
PMGI
JSR THB-120N
Bulk Si
OHP
transparency
AZ 4562, Al
SiO2

1
1
1.5
2
1$
1

1*
1
None
None
2
None

Cantilevers
Tsang Plates & Thermal Actuators
Tsang Plates & Thermal Actuators
& Cantilevers
Electrostatic Actuators
Actuators and Tsang Plates
Tsang Plates
Hinged Plates and rotary motors
RF Switch
Stress Test Structure

1

None

Cantilevers and Membranes

3

Flying microrobot

SiO2

1.5

None
2 top and bottom of SU-8 Structure
(connected)
2 top and bottom of SU-8 Structure
(not connected)

Process Type

Materials
N/A
Cu
N/A
Cu
N/A

[30]
[31]

Assembly/Bonding
Sacrificial
Assembly/Bonding
Sacrificial
Assembly/Bonding
Assembly/Bonding
Exposure Dose
Buried Mask
Buried Mask
Buried Mask
Exposure Dose
Exposure Dose
Sacrificial

N/A
Al
Cr/Au
SU-8/SC1827
N/A
N/A
Spin-on Glass

[32]

Sacrificial

[33]
[2] POP1
[2]POP1.5
[2] POP2
[34]
[35]

Sacrificial
Sacrificial
Sacrificial
Sacrificial
Sacrificial
Sacrificial

[36]

Sacrificial

[37]

Sacrificial
Sacrificial
Assembly/Bonding

[24]
[25]
[26]
[27]
[28]
[28]
[29]
[3]

[23]
[12]

Sacrificial

1

*The electrode is stationary on the substrate and electrostatic-ally actuating the dielectric SU-8 beam

Microgripper
Piezoelectric Actuator
$

SU-8/Cu/SU-8 single layer
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an SU-8 based electrostatic optical microscanner has been fabricated by Lee et. al.
[27]. Figure 2 shows their process flow. It is using an etched silicon wafer to mold a
stand-alone SU-8 layer with structures defined on it. Then, metal is deposited on both
sides of the SU-8 chip and bonded to another wafer with electrodes defined on it. The
electrostatic actuation is between the stationary electrode on the wafer and the moving
electrode attached to the suspended SU-8 structure. Despite having two electrodes,
such a process cannot be applied to structures like mechanical switches or other
applications that would require a smaller airgap between the electrodes as they have
50µm gap. Choa et. al. [34] developed a process with smaller air gap of 10µm with
two electrodes for the pupose of fabricating an RF switch. A summery of their process
is depicted in Figure 3. As a sacrificial layer, they used JSR THB-120N which is a
thick negative resist. It is developed by TMAH, which does not affect SU-8. The
structural layer is composed of a stack of 3µm SU-8, electroplated 2µm Cu and 3µm
SU-8. The process might be good for the application of the RF switch; however, the
stack of SU-8/Cu/SU-8 with the comparable thickness of Cu with SU-8 decreases the
utilization of the low Young’s Modulus of SU-8 for low frequency application.

Figure 2 Process flow for SU-8 Microscanner
[27]

Figure 3 Process flow of SU-8 RF Switch [34]
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2.3 Motivation: the proposed process
Based on the reported review and its provided discussion, there are few reported
SU-8 processes that attempted having two electrodes. Among these few processes,
there is no process that is using a sacrificial layer that has a dry release method.
Although there is no report about the yield on the processes, wet release methods
usually reduce yield due to stiction problems. There could also be a simpler way for
implementing an SU-8 MEMS process with two electrodes without using comparable
thicknesses of metal in order not to lose the flexibility of using the SU-8 polymer as a
structural material.
Therefore, an SU-8 MEMS process was developed in this thesis with two thin
metal layers: one stationary connected to the substrate and one attached to the bottom
of the SU-8 structural layer. This will allow the mechanical design to be dominantly
dependent on the SU-8 Structural layer and not on the thin metal layer attached. To
allow more mechanical design flexibility, a “1.5” process is chosen to be implemented
with different thickness options for the SU-8 layers.
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3 Description of the SU-8 MEMS
Process with Conductive Layers
This chapter gives a detailed explanation of the process developed with its
different types. It starts by introducing the general process baseline. This is followed
by the detailed processing parameters for each step. The chapter also explains through
the different sections the development of the process with the challenges faced and
the way to get to the optimized parameters.

3.1 Process Baseline
The process flow is explained in details in this section. Table 2 summarizes the
different layers of this process. The flow of the process in brief starts with defining
the first metal layer on top of a Si wafer with grown isolation layer. Then the
sacrificial layer is deposited and the anchors (which attach the SU-8 structure to the
substrate) are defined. After that, the dimples are defined. Dimples are holes with less
depth than the anchor mainly fabricated to prevent the structure from stiction after
removal of the sacrificial layer. Next, the second metal layer is deposited and two SU8 layers are defined. Finally, the second metal layer is defined and the sacrificial layer
is removed. There are four different options that can be obtained using this process.
This is done through changing two main steps. The first is etching the dimple before
or after deposition of the second metal layer which allows the formation of conductive
or non-conductive dimples. The second is changing the thicknesses of the two SU-8
layers. These combinations will be explained graphically in detail in the following
subsections. Drawings in this section are all simplified to show the different layers
and not to scale.
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Table 2 Physical Layers of the SU-8 MEMS Process and thicknesses
Physical Layer [MASK]
Thickness
0.2 um
Metal layer 0 [METAL0]
4 um
Sacrificial layer
[ANCHOR][DIMPLE]
0.2 um
Metal layer 1[DIMPLE]**
10 or 5 um
SU-8 structural layer 1 [SU81]
10 or 150 um
SU-8 Structural Layer 2 [SU82]
** The use of DIMPLE on this layer varies depending on the process option

3.1.1Pre-SU-8 Process
Here, the fabrication process steps done before SU-8 definition are highlighted.
The material of the sacrificial layer and the methodology of its formation and etching
are not specified. This is because different processes were tried and they will be
discussed in more details in coming sections. Figure 4 shows the process flow prior to
defining the dimples. In general, Chromium is used to provide better adhesion to the
different materials including the material of the isolation layer, the sacrificial layer
and the SU-8 layer.
a) Start with a clean Si wafer
and form an electrical
isolation Layer of 0.5
micron thickness. It could be
grown from both sides or
from one side depending on
the way it is formed
b) Deposit the metal layer of
(50nmCr/150nmAu) by
sputtering and define the 1st
metal layer by lift-off
c) Deposit 4 micron of
sacrificial layer and etch the
anchors by the dark –field
ANCHOR mask with
positive resist.
Figure 4 Initial process steps before defining the dimples
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3.1.1.1 Non-Conductive Dimples
In some MEMS applications, in case of fabricating a variable capacitor, an
electrical isolation between the two electrodes of the capacitor needs to be provided in
order to prevent short circuit in case of pull-in. Having non-conductive dimples serves
this purpose. This is achieved by etching the dimples after deposition of the metal
layer to let the dielectric SU-8 fill the dimples. Figure 5 illustrates how the nonconductive dimples are formed.
d) Deposit the second metal
layer of
(50nmCr/100nmAu/50nmCr)
by sputtering.

e) Define the dimples using the
DIMPLE mask and etching
of the metal layer by RIE
then etching of 1 micron of
the sacrificial layer.

Figure 5 Fabrication of non-conductive dimples

3.1.1.2 Conductive Dimples
Some designs of MEMS switches require the dimples to be conductive. This is
done by dividing the metal deposition in two steps as explained in Figure 6. In this
case, the good adhesion to the sacrificial is not lost and lower contact resistance is
achieved by the gold dimples.
d) Deposit a metal layer of
(50nmCr) by sputtering.

e) Define the dimples using
the DIMPLE mask and
etching of the metal layer
then etching of 1µm of
the sacrificial layer.
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f) Deposit a metal layer
(150nmAu/50nmCr) by
sputtering.
Figure 6 Fabrication of conductive dimples

3.1.2SU-8 Processing
As explained before, there are two options of processed SU-8 layers. The first is
with 5µm SU-8_1 layer and 150µm SU-8_2 layer. The second option is with 10µm
SU-8_1 layer and 10µm SU-8_2 layer. It should be noted that at exposure of SU-8_2
the thickness of the obtained layer is the sum of the two layers thicknesses as
explained in Figure 7. The figure shows the second metal layer in black color to
indicate that it can be one of two options conductive or non-conductive dimples.

g) Spin SU-8_1 layer
resist and soft-bake it.

h) Expose SU-8_1 layer
using SU-8_1 mask
with the suitable
exposure dose and
PEB.

i) Spin SU-8_2 layer and
soft-bake it.

j) Expose SU-8_2 layer
using SU-8_2 mask
with the suitable
exposure dose and PEB

k) Develop the SU-8
layers
Figure 7 SU-8 Processing
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3.1.3 Post-SU-8 Process
After the definition of the SU-8 structural layers, the second metal layer is
defined and the release is done by etching the sacrificial layer. The metal definition
step does not need an extra mask as the SU-8 layers themselves are masking the parts
of the metal that need to remain.

l) Define the second metal
layer.

m) Release by etching the
sacrificial Layer
Figure 8 Post-SU-8 Process

3.2 Metal layers definition
The process parameters for the two metal layers will be furthered explained in
this section. The first layer is the stationary metal layer attached to the substrate
whereas the second is a overhanging metal layer attached to the SU-8 structure.

3.2.1Metal0 Definition
As mentioned before, Metal0 layer was defined using a lift-off process. The
mask that was fabricated for the layer was a dark field mask. Two different processes
were examined to define this layer: negative resist process for etching, and lift-off
process. Figure 9 shows a schematic of the two processes.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9 Processes of Metal0: a) lift-off process, b) etching with negative resist

For the negative resist process, AZ5214E [38] was used. AZ5214E is a resist
that can be used as a negative resist if it is double exposed. The double exposure
process is called image reversal. The process starts with spinning the AZ5214E over
the metal layer and soft bake it at 100oC for 1 min. Then, the PR layer is exposed with
the METAL0 mask with the certain dose that is combatable with the thickness of the
resist. In the case presented, the thickness was 2um, and 200mj/cm2 exposure dose
was used. Then the PR is baked at 120oC for 90 seconds. This baking step is called
the image reversal baking in which the exposed resist will be irremovable and the
unexposed resist will be removable. This is followed by a flood exposure of the wafer
to accelerate the development of the PR that is exposed once. Development time
should be adjusted such that the double exposed layer is not affected much. This is
followed by the etching of the metal layer. Then the negative resist is removed.
Typically the AZ 101 developer is a strong remover for the double exposed AZ5214E,
and acetone and AZ 726 can develop it but with a slower rate. Gold and Chromium
wet etchants were used to etch the metal.
For the Lift-off process, standard ECI 3027 was used. In this process, the
pattern is defined first by the positive resist through standard process of spinning, soft
bake, exposure and development. This is followed by flood exposure of ECI 3027.
Then the metal layer is sputtered on top. The last step is to develop the resist using AZ
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726 or acetone to remove the resist and lift off the metal on the wafer. One layer of
positive resist was enough because the metal layer is thin (200 nm) when compared
with the 4 micron resist.
Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the resulting metal layer by the two processes.
It should be noted that the challenge in the AZ5214 is to remove the double exposed
resist after etching the metal. In this case, it was too hard to remove it using AZ 726
or acetone. After leaving the wafer in the developer for more than 10 min, still the
resist was not fully removed and it could be noticed with the microscope. Oxygen
Plasma ashing was used to remove the resist completely. This affected the SU8 layer
underneath (used as an isolation layer in this case) which was completely removed as
well in the parts that are not hidden by the metal layer. This affected the structural
layer afterwards, which is not preferable. The high power of the ashing will lead to
similar results on a SiO2 isolation layer. Also, the problem with the use of the
negative resist is the inaccuracy in estimating the etching rate of the metal which can
lead to undercut because of over etching. These problems cannot be found in the case
of using Lift-off which is found to be better in terms of process and accuracy of
dimensions as depicted clearly from the figures.

Figure 10 Metal0 Lift-off

Figure 11Metal0 with negative resist process

3.2.2Metal1 Definition
The second metal layer (Metal1) was defined using ICP plasma etching. Wet
etching of metal and ICP plasma etching were also attempted. We have in the clean
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room wet etchants of Gold and Cr with very high etch rate. 50 nm of Cr takes 15
seconds and 100 nm of gold takes 40 seconds to etch. It was very hard to control this
manually and there is always undercut etching under the resist. Figure 12 shows the
undercut. ICP plasma etching was used instead to etch the metal. The recipe for that is
30sccm Ar, 1500Watt ICP power, 100Watt RIE power, 10mTorr pressure and 10 oC
temperature. The etching time for the Cr/Au/Cr layer of 200nm total thickness is 8
minutes with a break of twenty seconds after every two minutes. This recipe is only a
directional physical etching process as there is only argon ions present in the chamber.
The output of this process was much better being directional. The process showed
good selectivity to ECI 3027 and SU-8.

Figure 12 Dimples defined with wet etching after PR removal

3.3 Polydimethylglutarimide(PMGI) as a
sacrificial material
This section explains the initial attempts of using PMGI as a sacrificial material
for the explained process. The first subsection explains the material properties and
processing of PMGI. The second subsection reports the results of the fabrication and
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discusses the challenges of using PMGI and the reason to change the sacrificial layer
to amorphous silicon.

3.3.1 PMGI material properties and processing
PMGI is a positive photoresist that is affected by deep UV light (less than 250nm
wavelength) [39]. Therefore, it is processed using photolithography steps. Making it
affected only by deep UV allows the use of other standard AZ resists to be used as a
masking layer to define the anchors and dimples because the AZ resist will absorb this
spectrum and prevent it from reaching the PMGI. Using PMGI as a sacrificial layer
was studied and characterized in details in [2] and the process based on the work done
in that paper is the one that has been used.
The most important material property that makes PMGI a good candidate for a
sacrificial layer for SU-8 is that its glass transition temperature is 180oC, which
assures the mechanical stability of PMGI while processing SU-8 as the latter’s
processing temperatures does not exceed 95oC. Another advantage of using PMGI as
a sacrificial layer is the low cost of the process as it is based on polymers and some
metal layers. Figure 13 shows the process flow for processing the anchors.
a) Definition of the anchor
pattern on 4µm ECI
3027 layer using
standard
photolithography3

b) Flood Deep UV
exposure of the wafer to
define the anchors on
PMGI

c) Development of exposed
PMGI and ECI 3027
together in AZ 726 MIF
developer
Figure 13 Definition of anchors in PMGI sacrificial layer
3

For detailed baking and exposure doses please refer to the run sheet in Appendix B.1
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The dimples are processed in the same manner. Yet, the ECI resist is spun on top
of a metal layer and the metal layer is etched. TMAH with concentration of 25% in
water is used to remove the PMGI and release the structures. TMAH has good
selectivity with metal, SiO2 and with SU-8, which makes it a good wet etchant for
PMGI. According to Foulds et. al. [2], a time of 32 minutes in TMAH 25% at room
temperature is needed to remove a 4µm layer of PMGI and SU-8 structures of
minimum feature size of 5µm, etch holes of size 10µm and spacing of 80µm4. Etch
resistance of the remaining materials should be very high. Table 3 summarizes the
process parameters for the dimples and anchors as well as the time of PMGI removal.
Table 3 Processing parameters of PMGI as a sacrificial layer



Pre Exposure
Process

Deep UV and
Development

Spin coating of the PMGI SF16 at spin speed 900 rpm for
40 sec.
Soft bake:
 150oC for 1 min on a hot plate
 Ramp up to 250 oC at a rate of 450 oC per hour and
hold for 2 min
 Natural cool down to 150 oC and remove from the hot
plate.
MASK
Exposure Time
Development Time
ANCHOR
60 min
1 min in AZ 726 MIF*
DIMPLE
5 min
1 min in AZ 726 MIF*
55 min in 25% TMAH at room temperature
5 min in fresh 25% TMAH
2 min in DI water
2 min in IPA and dry with nitrogen gun.



Release Process


*This develops both the ECI 3027 resist and the exposed PMGI

3.3.2Fabrication Results and Challenges
As mentioned before, PMGI was first used because it’s a low cost process as it
just depends on photolithography. This was the objective of using it with the two
conductive layers. Anchors and dimples were defined easily and the process was
successful in all the Pre-SU-8 steps. The challenges were mainly in the steps after.
The process with thick SU-8 layers was the one attempted because it is more
critical for the thick layer structures to survive having all the drying stages with the
4

The feature sizes and spacing were estimated from the SEM images depicted in the paper [2]
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nitrogen gun after SU-8 development or wet etching of PMGI. The first main
challenge is adhesion of the metal layer to PMGI. The adhesion of the second layer on
top of the PMGI is weak to the extent that after the development of the SU8, the
structures completely delaminate off the PMGI layer during drying with the nitrogen
gun. Figure 14 illustrates a cantilever of 5µm thickness delaminating off the surface.
The dark color belongs to the PMGI while the bright color is the metal. This renders
the fact that the metal is in better contact with SU-8 more than with PMGI. A Possible
solution for this is to activate the PMGI surface using oxygen plasma. This process is
called surface activation. The O2 plasma makes the molecules on the surface of the
PMGI not completely bonded to each other so that when the metal is sputtered on top
it will be more attached to the PMGI surface as the metal will complete these bonds.

Figure 14 Structure delaminating off the PMGI sacrificial layer after SU8 development

Although the adhesion problem could be solved, another main problem arises
which is stiction due to wet etching of the PMGI. The wet etching was not a uniform
process and even with gentle drying there was still some liquid remaining, and this
happened with the thick SU-8 because it is very big compared to the structures in the
range of few microns that already have been reported with such a process [2].
Although dimples were distributed through the SU-8 thick devices, they did not help
preventing the stiction. Figure 15 shows the stiction as well as the unclean process. As
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mentioned in the section before, release was done for a complete hour and it was not
enough. The standard time used by Foulds et. al. [2] was 30 minutes only. In the case
presented, the high aspect ratio holes did not allow the developer to etch through them.
The extra time was needed to etch from the sides. Due to these main problems, there
was a need to change the sacrificial layer from PMGI to a layer that has better
adhesion with the metal and can be dry etched with a gas. That’s why α-Si was used.

Figure 15 Stiction of SU-8 structure done with thick SU-8 process

3.4 Amorphous Silicon (α-Si) as a sacrificial
material
The solution for the main problems mentioned regarding PMGI was to change the
sacrificial layer from PMGI to another material that can be etched in a dry way. The
challenge is to have a sacrificial layer with high thickness of 4-6 microns that is cheap
to deposit and easy to etch with a good selectivity to SU8, metals and the material of
the isolation layer. Amorphous silicon is a good candidate to overcome this challenge.
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This section summarizes the material properties of interest along with the process
parameters for deposition, defining anchor and dimples and release by α-Si removal.
α-Si is the non-crystalline form of Silicon. It has a wide range of use in thin film
devices such as solar cells [40] and thin film transistors [41]. It has also been used in
MEMS as a structural layer in fabricating micromechanical beams [42]. It was also
used as a masking layer for etching glass due to its resistivity against HF solutions
[43]. As a sacrificial layer, Jin et. al. [44] used α-Si to fabricate capacitive
micromechanical ultrasonic transducers based on nitride membranes with a metal
layer on top as a moving electrode and a heavily doped silicon wafer as the second
stationary electrode. The sacrificial layer was wet etched using KOH at 75oC. The
thickness of the sacrificial layer was 0.2µm to 1µm, which is a small range of
thickness for other MEMS applications. Iliescu et. al. [45] were able to deposit thicker
layers of α-Si with low stress up to 12µm using Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor
Deposition (PECVD). They tested the use of 9µm α-Si as sacrificial layer to release
silicon-carbide (SiC) freestanding structures using KOH wet etch [45].
In the KAUST clean room, PECVD of amorphous silicon is available and this is
the process that was used for α-Si deposition. Compared to using PMGI, α-Si is not a
cheap process; however, Yokoyama et. al. [46] showed that a simple PECVD tool for
α-Si deposition can be built easily in lab and at low temperature of 300oC which can
be much cheaper than the complicated PECVD tools that are on the market. This
makes α-Si a promising sacrificial layer in this respect. In addition, α-Si can be dry
etched by XeF2 gas with high selectivity to most metals, SU-8, silicon dioxide and
silicon nitride.
Also, using α-Si instead of PMGI gives another advantage which is the ability to
remove SU-8 for reprocessing. After SU-8 development, it is very hard to remove
crosslinked SU-8 structures. With PMGI, if something goes wrong, no reprocessing of
the wafer can be done. Provided that SU-8 is the last layers deposited in the process, if
any error happens, the prior 2-3 days work is wasted. However, using α-Si as a
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sacrificial layer allows the use of piranha clean to remove crosslinked SU-8 without
affecting the sacrificial layer.
Table 4 summarizes the processes of α-Si deposition, anchor and dimple
definition and release. The anchors and dimples were defined using isotropic reactive
ion etching (RIE) with an etch rate of α-Si around 1 µm per minute. XACTIX® X3
Series XeF2 etching tool is used for the gas etching. The etching time of the 4µm α-Si
layer differs a lot depending on the spacing between etch holes in the structures and
also whether a whole wafer or diced 1cm*1cm dies are processed. For small dies, the
etch rate is characterized as 1.9µm per minute vertically and around 1.6µm per minute
undercut using 4Torr of XeF2. Decreasing the pulse time increased the etch rate as
most of the etching was observable in the first 20 seconds of the 60 seconds pulse.
Also, increasing of pressure in the chamber by increasing the nitrogen concentration
decreases the mean free path of the molecules and consequently increases the
undercut etching. Compared to PMGI, the timing of etching is similarly large when
comparing whole wafer etching; nevertheless, the main advantage of using α-Si is
overcoming the problem of stiction and the use of the nitrogen gun that damaged the
structures in case of PMGI. Results of the fabrication will be shown after discussing
the remaining process steps.
Table 4 Processing Parameters of α-Si as a sacrificial layer
α-Si PECVD





Silane concentration: 25sccm 
Pressure: 800mTorr

RF power: 15Watt

MASK

RIE
Parameters

XeF2 Release
Process

ANCHOR

Argon concentration: 475sccm
Table temperature: 250oC
Deposition time: l00 minutes.

Common Parameters



15sccm SF6
RIE Power:
100Watt
Pressure: 10mTorr


DIMPLE
 XeF2 Concentration: 4.5Torr
 N2 Concentration: 2Torr




4sccm O2
ICP Power:
1500Watt
Table temp.: 10oC






Etching
Time
3:50 min
50 min

Pulse Time: 25 sec
Number of Pulses: changes
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3.5 SU-8 Structural Layers Processing
This section elucidates the thin and thick SU-8 processes. Details about exposure
doses and baking processes will be given. The thin SU-8 process has two layers SU8_1 and SU-8_2 both of thickness 10µm whereas the thick SU-8 process has 5µm
SU-8_1 and 150µm SU-8_2 layers.

3.5.1Thin SU-8 Processing
Table 5 sums up baking temperatures and times, the exposure doses, and the
development time for the thin SU-8 process. After pouring the SU-8 on the wafer, it is
ramped to 500rpm with 100rpm/second and is held for 5 seconds. Then, the wafer is
ramped to the final speed with 300rpm/second and is held for 40 seconds. In this
process, development is done for both layers together. This allows having the second
layer with a thickness of 20µm adding both layers together and this is what makes the
exposure dose for SU-8_2 larger.
Table 5 Thin SU-8 Processing Parameters

Layer
SU8_1
SU8_2

Spin
speed
(rpm)

SU-8
2010
3500
rpm
SU-8
2010
3500
rpm

Soft bake
time(min)
o
65 C 95oC 65oC

Exposure
Dose
(mj/cm2)

PEB time(min)
o

o

o

Development
Time

65 C 95 C 65 C

1

4

1

300

1

6

1

N/A

1

4

1

500

1

5

1

5 minutes

The PEB for SU-8_1 is larger than what the datasheet suggests because this
over baking was needed in order to densify the crosslinking of the first layer. If it was
not dense enough, the soft baking of the second layer poured on top would cause the
solvent to diffuse in the crosslinked first layer and consequently cause it to expand
and delaminate of the surface during development. Figure 16 shows the difference
after development in case of PEB SU-8_1 layer for 4 minutes and the second case for
6 minutes. The small beams of the shown suspended structure demonstrate clearly, in
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the first case, a delamination of the surface and also some sort of expansion of the
beam. The absorption of solvent causes swelling of the SU-8 layer which
consequently causes the expansion of the small beam and the delamination.

Figure 16 Structure after SU-8 development and metal definition in thin SU-8 process in case of: a)
PEB for SU-8_1 suggested by MicroChem® and b) longer PEB for SU-8_1

The development takes 3 stages; firstly, the 4 inch wafer is put in 100ml
MicroChem®’s SU-8 Developer for 4 minutes; secondly, the wafer is moved to
another 100ml fresh developer for a minute; finally, the sample is put in Isopropyl
Alcohol (IPA) for a minute, rinse it with IPA and dry it with the nitrogen gun.

3.5.2Thick SU-8 Processing
The parameters for the thick SU-8 process are shown in Table 6. The processing
of the spinning and baking is similar to that of thin SU-8. However, the difference
here is that SU-8_1 layer is developed before the spinning of the thick SU-8_2 layer.
Also, SU-8_1 is exposed and baked after development. This step is called post
development exposure and baking (PDEB) [2]. This is done in order to stabilize the
thin SU-8_1 layer, neutralize the internal stress across the thickness of the layer and
raise its glass transition temperature to make it withstand the long baking times of the
thick 150µm. Figure 17 shows the difference between developing both layers together
and developing layer by layer. In a, the edges of the SU-8_1 layer are delaminating
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off the surface and also the surface of the layer does not look evenly flat like what is
shown in b). If the PDEB is not well adjusted it could induce stress rather than
neutralize it and consequently causes undesirable out-of-plane curvature which will be
discussed later.
Table 6 Thick SU-8 Processing Parameters

Layer
SU-8_1
SU-8
2005
SU-8_2
SU-8
2050

Spin
speed
(rpm)

Soft bake
time(min)
o

65 C

o

95 C

ED
(mj/cm2)

PEB time(min)
o

65 C

o

o

95 C 65 C

Development
Time

PEDB

3000
rpm

1

3

250

1

3

1

3 minutes

400mJ/cm2
1min at
100 oC

900
rpm

25
hours

N/A

500

2
hours

N/A

N/A

1 hour at
30oC

N/A

Figure 17 SU-8_1 layer after SU-8 development with thick SU-8 process in case of: a) development of
both layers together and b) development of layer by layer and PDEB for SU8_1

The baking of SU-8_2 is only at 65oC in order to fabricate a low stress thick film
of SU-8. This requires the baking times to be long but it is needed to neutralize the
crosslinking density across the whole 150µm thickness. Figure 18 shows the
difference after development between the initial attempt of soft baking at 95oC for a
shorter time and the optimized baking at 65oC. The big square in the middle is an SU8_2 thick layer and the beams of the four sides are structures of the SU-8_1 layer.
These internal stresses cause the delimitation of SU-8_2 thick layer and the upper
metal electrode which is undesirable. Also, the shrinking of the thick layer due to
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crosslinking pulls the SU-8_1 layer out of the metal layer at the contact point as
shown in the part in circle.

Figure 18 Structures after thick SU-8 development in case of a) soft baking at 95oC for an hour and b)
soft baking at 65oC for 25 hours

3.6 Sample Preparation prior to Dicing
After development of SU-8 and defining the second metal layer, the wafer is
ready for release. A whole wafer release was attempted and also wafer dicing was
done to release dies. Dicing caused the small features of 10µm or less to get broken
out of the substrate. This makes a whole wafer release better in getting functioning
structures. However, this is not a good option for devices that need to be packaged as
dicing cannot be done after release or else the whole devices will be lost. Also, SEM
imaging requires single dies to be imaged separately.
Two attempts were done in order to stabilize the structures and keep it surviving
during dicing prior to release. The first attempt was to hard-bake the wafer for 5
minutes at 120oC to allow the SU-8 layers to reflow for better adhesion to the metal.
This found to keep some structures survive; however, the baking introduced internal
stresses in the SU-8 film causing a large out-of-plane deformation after release.
Figure 19a shows this large deformation in the non-conductive dimple MEMS switch.
The other attempt was more successful and showed almost no out-of-planecurvature as shown in Figure 19b. In this case, the wafer was spin-coated with 10µm
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SU-8 layer and soft baked for 4 minutes at 95oC. This layer protects the different
structures from getting broken during the dicing and the whole structures are not
affected. After dicing, the development of this SU-8 layer from the dies is carried out
to prepare them for the release. Although the dicing is in a white light room, the SU-8
coating layer was not affected by the light as there was no baking afterwards that
could enhance any crosslinking. The difference between the two procedures is clearly
seen in Figure 19. Samples shown are with non-conductive dimples. Unfortunately,
due to time constraints there was no sample wafers with conductive dimples where
the second procedure was attempted and that’s why they are reported with the large
curvature.

Figure 19 the result of the two dies release attempts: a) hard baking method and b) SU-8 coating
method
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4 Fabrication Results and Discussion
This chapter reports the fabrication results of the developed SU-8 process using
α-Si as the sacrificial material. The thin SU-8 process was implemented with
conductive and non-conductive dimples and was successfully used as an educational
tool at KAUST. The thick SU-8 process was implemented only with nonconductive
dimples because this was the requirement for the only structure implemented with it
which is the low frequency capacitor. The first section explains the results of the
fabrication for the thin SU-8 process. The second section reports the results of the
thick film fabrication with discussing remarks.

4.1 Thin SU-8 Process Fabrication Results
As mentioned, the thin SU-8 process was successfully used as an educational
tool at KAUST. Students used the process baseline to design thermal actuators,
MEMS switches and logic and MEMS microphones in EE 205 Introduction to MEMS
course. Students also learned and used the different fabrication tools in the clean room
using this process baseline in EE 204 Integrated Microsystems Laboratory.

4.1.1Layers thicknesses
Table 7 summarizes the actual profilometer or reflectometer measurements of
the different layers fabricated. These thicknesses and depths were all in same range
with variation of less than 3 percent for 8 fabricated wafers. The range specified in the
table is for the variation of thickness across a wafer. The large variation in Metal1
layer (causing the same in dimple depth) is due to some instability issues with the
sputtering tool that was encountered during the processing of the wafers. In normal
cases the variation should be the same as Metal0 layer. Although the spin speed is the
same for SU-8_1 and SU-8_2, the thickness of the latter is found to be higher than
and not equal to double the first. This is due to the change of the surface at which the
SU-8 layer is spun (Cr in case of SU-8_1 and SU-8 in case of SU-8_2). On top of SU-
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8, the surface seems to be stickier for the SU-8 to remain on as the solvent of the
second layer diffuses to the first layer and results in a thicker SU-8 layer after
spinning. This is the same reason behind the large variation also as the spinning is
performed by pouring manually and then starting the spinning. Due to the late
spinning after pouring, the SU-8 solvent diffuses more at the spot at which it is poured
leaving a thinner resist layer in the middle.
Table 7 Measured Layers thicknesses for Thin SU-8 process

Physical Layer
Thermal Oxide layer
Metal layer 0
Sacrificial layer
Dimple Depth
Metal layer 1
SU-8 structural layer 1
SU-8 Structural Layer 2

Thickness
0.50µm ±0.01
0.17µm ±0.005
3.95 um ±0.1
1.1µm ± 0.2
0.25µm ±0.05
9.8µm±0.2
23.5µm±1

4.1.2Minimum Feature Fabricated
Using the thin SU-8 process, a minimum feature size of 5µm beam width for
SU-8 was realized and successfully released. Figure 20 shows cantilevers fabricated
in SU-8_1 and SU-8_2 layers. The picture on the right is the layout design and the
picture on the left is a microscopic image of the released structures. The squares of the
dimples are apparent in the fabricated features because the dimple definition was not
clean enough. In-between the structures there should be no clear lines of dimples after
release. Figure 20 a) and b) show a set of 5µm fabricated beams in SU-8_1 and SU8_2 successively. Such small structures survived when a whole wafer release was
attempted or a die prepared with the SU-8 coating method explained earlier in
section 3.6.
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Figure 20 Minimum features fabricated in a) SU-8_1 of 5µm width and b) SU-8_2of 5µm

4.1.3Conductive and Non-Conductive Dimples
Both options of conductive and non-conductive dimples were implemented
with thin SU-8 process. The device that was designed with conductive dimples is a
MEMS switch that uses the conductive dimple as the contact area in an attempt to
decrease the pull-in voltage. By observing the switch under the microscope, the
conductive and non-conductive dimples can be noticed. In case of non-conductive
dimples, one can see through the transparent SU-8 the gold metal electrode defined
under the switch. On the other hand, in case of conductive dimples, the fabricated
beam has a uniform color at places where there is a dimple and there is not which is
the color of the metal adhesion layer on top. Figure 21 illustrates the variation. The
SEM image shows a large out-of-plane curvature, which is noticed in this structure
more than others because of the hard baking carried out on the sample for the reason
explained in section 3.6. The close-up image shows the bottom surface of the beam
with the conductive dimples. The groove-like shape around the dimple is due to the
metal electrodes underneath the beam which causes the same non-planar effect on the
sacrificial layer and consequently on the beam.
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Figure 21 Conductive dimple based MEMS Switch: fabricated with a) conductive dimples, b) nonconductive dimples, c) the layout, d) SEM image of the switch (conductive dimples) and e) a close-up
showing the conductive dimple

4.1.4Other Devices Fabricated
Figure 22 shows different mechanical switches designed by another group of
students in EE205. It is a simpler design but with larger length and smaller width. It is
also based on the non-conductive dimple based design in which they utilize the
dimple to avoid short circuit between the gate and the drain and allow the tip of the
beam to touch the source and close the switch.
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Figure 22 Non-conductive dimple based MEMS switch: a) fabricated, b) layout, c) SEM image, d)
close-up image for the tip

Figure 23 shows fabricated thermal actuators. In this device, Metal0 is only
used to form the pads that enable connection to the metal1 layer under the structure.
This device uses thermal expansion induced by resistive heating of the metal layer.
This heat causes the structure to expand and consequently the tip of the device moves.
The close-up SEM image shows the flatness of the structure as the gap is uniform
across the whole structure. The overall image shows different colors on the substrate
which is only the effect of the SEM beam charging the SU-8 and the substrate.
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Figure 23 Thermal Actuator a) fabricated, b) layout, c) SEM images

Figure 24 shows a MEMS microphone fabricated with the developed process.
It is based on the measurement of capacitance fluctuation due to the vibration of a
suspended plate corresponding to the vibration of the sound waves. It is basically a
variable capacitor of resonant frequency higher than the sound bandwidth. Figure 24
shows a close-up SEM image of the structure with the very thin beams holding the
plate. The large plates show out-of-plane curvature larger than that of the small plates.
This is due to the deformation caused by the internal stresses in the metal-SU-8
bimorph, which increases by the increase of size.
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Figure 24 MEMS microphone a) fabricated, b) layout and c) SEM images

In Figure 25, the fabricated electrostatic energy harvesters are shown. The
concept of this kind of harvesters is to convert the mechanical vibration of the
ambient to electrical energy to power up electronics. The concept of the capacitive
type harvester depends on the change in capacitance due to vibration while holding a
constant charge or voltage on the capacitor. For example, in case of fixing the charge
while changing the capacitance, a change in voltage is caused. With appropriate
output circuitry, this voltage can be harvested to provide electrical energy of the
system.
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Figure 25 Energy harvester with thin SU-8 process a) fabricated b) layout, c) SEM image, b) close-up
image

The close-up SEM picture in Figure 25 shows the SU-8 layers lifted away of
the substrate. An important point to notice from the close-up picture is the
delamination of the thin metal film from the SU-8 structure. It should be noted that
this is observed in these large structures. This can be seen at the edges of the
structures from the optical microscope image which shows the gold color at the edge.
This is because XeF2 etches Chromium with a very small rate. Given that these large
structures take longer time for releasing the large undercut area, it affects the
Chromium film that is attaching the metal to the SU-8. That’s why the delamination is
observed.

4.2 Thick SU-8 Fabrication Results
As mentioned before, the thick SU-8 process was only used to design capacitors
with low resonant frequency for possible use in electrostatic energy harvesting.
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4.2.1Layers Thicknesses
The thicknesses of the layers were the same as the ones developed in thin
process except for SU-8_1 and SU-8_2. The thickness of SU-8_1 layer was found to
be 6µm ±0.5 and SU-8_2 fabricated measured to be 130µm ±5. This thickness was
the maximum attainable by a single spin with SU-8 2050.

4.2.2Minimum feature size
For thick SU-8 process, the minimum overall area of the structure that was
fabricated is 1.5×1.5mm2, which is very large comparable with structures fabricated
in thin SU-8 process. The minimum feature of SU-8 structures was 50µm width. The
minimum empty feature was designed to be 25µm at the holes in SU-8_2. These
openings in the SU-8 thick bulk were not successfully developed. A minimum hole
size in this process in SU-8_2 is required to be greater than or equal to its thickness to
make sure it is open. Further characterization and tuning of baking time and exposure
dose is required to be able to fabricate higher aspect ratio holes. Without etch holes, a
longer etching time in XeF2 etching was required to completely release the structures.

4.2.3Fabricated structure
Figure 26 shows SEM images of the successfully fabricated capacitors of 1.5
×1.5mm2 area. The close-up image shows the out-of-plane curvature in the thin layer
of 5µm which is due to the internal stresses in the metal-SU-8 bimorph which is
clearer on the thin layer and almost does not exist in the thick layer.
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Figure 26 SEM images of thick SU-8 structures fabricated: a) the 1.5×1.5 mm2 capacitors, b) close-up
picture
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5 Process Characterization and Devices
Testing
In this chapter, a more in depth characterization of the thin SU-8 process is
presented. This characterization includes extraction of the main mechanical
parameters of the SU-8 layers developed by this process. It also shows some testing
results of selected devices.

5.1 Mechanical Properties of SU-8 with thin SU-8
Process
As mentioned before in chapter 2 section 2.1.2, the mechanical properties of SU8 have a strong dependency on the processing conditions that are used to fabricate its
structures. In this section, extraction of the density, Young’s modulus and coefficient
of thermal expansion (CTE) will be presented. The objective of this is to provide
sufficient information that could lead to better design using the process.

5.1.1Density Calculation
An experiment was done to calculate the density of SU-8. The experiment
investigates the change in mass density between, SU-8_1 and SU-8_2 layers. The idea
is to spin a layer of SU-8 with the same process conditions and crosslink it completely.
Knowing the final thickness of the layer, the volume can be calculated. The mass of
the SU-8 film also can be calculated by measuring the mass of the wafer before and
after developing the layer. The density then is simply the mass over the volume.
The experiment starts with piranha cleaning of two 6-inch Si wafers and
sputtering a 50nm layer of Cr on top. A 6inch wafer was used to get a reasonable
amount of SU-8 mass. A sensitive weighing machine of 1mg sensitivity was used to
measure the mass of the wafers prior to SU-8 processing. Then, the SU-8 layers were
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processed using the parameters of the thin SU-8 process. For more uniform thickness
of the resist, a 5inch diameter circle was only exposed in the 6inch wafers. Table 8
summarizes the values of the measured parameters with their marginal error in
addition to the density calculated. The thickness is assumed to have only a positive
marginal error because this is the profilometer measurement of the thickness at the
edge of the 5inch diameter SU-8 film and the thickness in the middle can only be
higher than that at the edge. To calculate the density shown in the table, three values
of the density was calculated based on the mean values of the measured, the minimum
density possible and the maximum density possible. The density values depicted in
the table are the mean and standard deviation of these three calculated values. The
calculated values suggest that the change in the processing of both layers does not
have an actual change in density between them. Based on this an average value of
both densities will be considered the density of SU-8 for the thin SU-8 process, which
is 1154±121kg/m3.
Table 8 Measurements for the density experiment for SU-8

SU-8_1
SU-8_2

SU-8 film mass
0.152±0.005 g
0.336±0.005 g

SU-8 film Thickness
10.3+0.4µm
22.5+2µm

SU-8 film radius
63.5±2mm
63.5±2mm

Calculated Density
1156±132.0 kg/m3
1152±138.0 kg/m3

5.1.2Vibrational Young’s Modulus Extraction
A vibrational study on fabricated cantilevers was carried out to extract the
mechanical properties of SU-8. Figure 27 shows the experimental setup. The
fabricated die with different cantilevers and bridges is mounted on top of a
commercial piezoelectric plate actuator CMAP08 from NOLIAC®. This actuator
vibrates with the frequency of the electrical excitation signal that it receives. A small
chamber was prepared to surround the sample with the piezo-actuator to allow testing
the structures under vacuum. The sample with the chamber setup is tested under a
Laser Doppler Vibrometer (LDP) which calculates the vibration based on the phase
difference between two laser beams one is pointed to the substrate as a reference and
one is pointed to the point of interest on the structure. The piezo-actuator and the LDP
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are controlled by a Polytec® MSA-500 through which multiple points can be defined
and tested on the sample in one run through a large spectrum of actuation.

Figure 27 The vibrational parameter extraction yesting setup: a) schematic, b) picture of the whole
system, c) close-up picture

The idea is to be able to pick the resonant frequencies of beams with different
lengths by knowing the frequency at which the maximum displacement occurs
through the experimental data obtained. Knowing the resonant frequency and the
dimensions of the different beams, the young’s modulus and mass density can be
calculated. The first mode resonant frequency for a fixed free beam is defined by:

𝑓=

𝑘𝑛
2𝜋 × 12

×

𝑡
×
𝐿2

𝐸
𝜌
Equation 1
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Where, t and L are the thickness and length of the beam and E and 𝜌 are the
Young’s Modulus and the density of SU-8 respectively.
This equation is derived from the basic second Newton’s law of motion which
yields a second order differential equation for the motion of each point in the beam at
a given time. The Eigen functions of this equation yield the resonant frequencies. It
should be noted that the constant kn changes with the change of the mode and the
boundary condition. Meaning, the equation applies for cantilevers and bridges and the
index n corresponds to the mode. The constant k1 is equal to 3.52 for cantilevers and
22.4 for bridges.
5.1.2.1 Frequency Response of SU-8_1 and Young’s Modulus
calculation
Figure 28 shows the SU-8 beams that were tested for extracting Young’s
Modulus. These are a set of beams of width 50µm and length starting from 50µm to
500µm with 50µm difference. These are values that are in the layout. Actual values
are less due to the shrinkage in the SU-8, which were calculated using the optical
image with the scale shown. The beams in the upper set are fixed from one end
(cantilevers) and the ones in the lower set are fixed from both ends (bridges).

Figure 28 SU-8_1 Cantilevers Tested
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Figure 29 shows the frequency response of the longest 5 beams of the
cantilevers set showing the peaks of the first mode. The label “L***” indicates the
length of the beam in microns. As the length of the beam decreases, the resonant
frequency of the first mode increases which follows the theory.

Figure 29 Frequency response of the 5 longest beams with thin SU-8_1 layer

5.1.2.2 Frequency Response of SU-8_2 and Young’s Modulus
Extraction
Similar to the last subsection, Figure 30 and Figure 31 show a picture of the
SU-8_2 beams tested and the frequency response of the longest 5 cantilever beams of
them, respectively.
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Figure 30 SU-8_2 Cantilevers Tested

Figure 31 Frequency Response of the 5 longest beams with thin SU-8_2 layer

5.1.2.3 Young’s Modulus Extraction
The exact length of the beams was measured with the optical microscope, and
the thickness was calculated using a profilometer. The thicknesses were found to be
varying from one beam to the other and this was considered for more accurate
measurement. From Equation 1, the frequency is equal to a constant multiplied by

t
𝐿2

Knowing this constant and given that all other parameters are known, the ratio of

.

𝐸
𝜌
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can be obtained. Figure 32 shows the fitting curves and the measured resonances for
both SU-8_1 and SU-8_2. From this data and using the mean value of the density,
The Young’s Modulus is calculated to be 3.15GPa for SU-8_1 and 3.48GPa for SU8_2.

Figure 32 Measured resonant frequencies and theoretical curves for SU-8_1 and SU-8_2 beams

Given that the two values of Young’s Modulus are within the marginal error
of the experiment, an average value of the two numbers is taken as the Young’s
Modulus for the thin SU-8 process, which is 3.32GPa.

5.1.3Coefficient of Thermal Expansion Measurement (CTE)
Another important parameter to measure for MEMS fabricated structures is the
coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE). Chevron bent beam structures with different
angles were fabricated for CTE calculation. A schematic of the bent beam is shown in
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Figure 33. This deflection relates to the strain by the following equation derived by
Stanec et al [47]:
𝑤
( 𝐿
𝜀=

2

cos 2 𝜃 + sin2 𝜃)
𝐿 sin 𝜃

𝑑,
Equation 2

Where 𝜀 is the strain, w is the width of the beam, L is the arm length, 𝜃 is the
inclination angle of the arms, and d is the deflection of the tip of the bent beam
structure.

Figure 33 Schematic of the Chevron Bent-Beam structures

To calculate the CTE from such a structure, the tip-deflection is observed as a
function of temperature. The change in temperature is related to the change in strain
by the simple equation:

∆𝜀 = 𝛼 ∆𝑇
Equation 3

Where, T is the temperature and 𝛼 is the coefficient of thermal expansion CTE.
A modified structure with certain measurement scheme was fabricated to simplify
the deflection measurement. Different bent-beams at different angles were fabricated.
The layout of the overall set of structures is shown in Figure 34 a) and a close-up
image is shown in b). Angles ranging from 5-55o were implemented. The figure
shows bent beam structures with SU-8_1 layer and with metal. The same set was
implemented for SU-8_1 and SU-8_2 with and without metal underneath.
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Figure 34 bent-beam structures: a) Overall view, b) close-up in bent beam structure with 5 degrees
angle

The testing setup is shown in Figure 35. A sample die is prepared and put on a
vacuum chuck with temperature control. The sample is surrounded by a small vacuum
chamber with a top glass window to allow optical observation. The purpose of the
vacuum is to decrease the convection losses, which allows taking better optical
images. The temperature is raised gradually and hold at the temperature of interest for
10 minutes to assure the uniformity of the temperature and then a picture is taken
using the microscope. Using simple geometry, it can be proved that smaller bending
angle amplifies the deflection more. That’s why angles of 5 and 10 degrees for the
four different combinations mentioned before were recorded. Standard image
processor National Instruments®’ Vision Builder AI 2.6 was used to analyze the
images taken. Figure 36 shows the measurements obtained for the strain with respect
to temperature. The labeling indicates whether it is SU-8_1 layer or SU-8_2 layer,
with metal or without and with 5o or 10o bending angles. The region of temperature
less than 60oC shows a nonlinear negative strain which is due to the initial residual
stress that causes some out-of-plane curvature. The heating causes the out-of-plane
curvature to relax and this appears in the images as deflection backward. The second
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region of temperature from 60oC to 180oC is the region at which the expansion is
occurring linearly and this is the region at which Equation 2 and Equation 3 apply. In
the third region of temperature higher than 180oC, the temperature passes the glass
transition temperature (τ) and this causes a plastic deformation of the beams.

Figure 35 Test setup for coefficient of thermal expansion measurement

It is important to observe that the non-linearity in the SU-8 with metal is
observed more at a lower temperature than SU-8 without metal. This is the case not
because of passing the τ but due to the bimorph effect between SU-8 and metal. The
thermal expansion of SU-8 is larger than that of the metal (14ppm/oC for Gold and
8ppm/oC for Chromium). This causes the beam to bend down out-of-plane and
possibly scratches the substrate at some point causing non-linear in plane motion
observed in the images.
From these 8 samples, the CTE was found to be 65.4±4.5 ppm/oC for SU-8
without metal and 54.4±2.5ppm/oC for SU-8 with metal. The CTE for SU-8 with
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metal is less because the difference in thermal expansion between SU-8 and metal as
mentioned before.

Figure 36 Strain with respect to temperature measured for a) SU-8 without metal and b) SU-8

with metal
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5.1.4Summary of Calculated Parameters and Discussion
Table 9 summarizes the values measured for the different mechanical
parameters of SU-8. Feng et. al. [14] measured the density to be 1218 kg/m3, Young’s
Modulus to be 3.2±0.2GPa, and the CTE to be 87.1±2ppm/oC. Lorentz et. al. [48]
reported their measured Young’s Modulus to be 3.47GPa and the CTE to be
52±5.1ppm/oC. In the datasheet [13], the Young’s Modulus is reported to be 2GPa
and CTE to be 52ppm/oC. As shown from these values, the value of the parameters is
wide spread and highly dependent on the processing conditions. Lots of different
effects needs to be studied to characterize their impact in the mechanical parameters
including the solvent content remaining in the film after soft baking, the absorbed
dose along the cross section of the film based on the concentration of the photo acid
generator (PAG), the crosslinking density after the PEB, the effect of Oxygen plasma
on the surface properties. Given all these complexities, values depicted in Table 1 are
good initial indicative parameters for device design.
Table 9 SU-8 Mechanical parameters in the thin SU-8 process

Density (Kg/m3)
Young’s Modulus (GPa)
Coefficient of Thermal
Expansion (CTE) (ppm/oC)

𝝆 = 1154±121
𝐸 = 3.32 ± 0.17
𝛼 = 65.4 ± 4.5

5.2 Thermal Budget and Compatibility with
CMOS fabrication
One of the main advantages of the presented process is its low temperature
processing which makes it possible to integrate it as a post CMOS process. Meaning
this process can be implemented on top of a chip after the metallization layers. In this
section we will investigate this possibility. For a standard 0.25µm CMOS process, a
thermal budget limit of 6 hours at 425oC has been demonstrated [49]. The increase in
via resistance is the main factor that defines the temperature budget limit for the
CMOS process [49]. The thermal budget limit at a certain temperature is defined as
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the time duration at that temperature that would cause a 10% increase in the viaresistance of the metallization layers. Takeuchi et al [49] developed an empirical
formula based on experimental results to calculate the change in via resistance due to
temperature processing as follows:
∆𝑅𝑣𝑖𝑎 = 𝐴𝑜 𝑡1.5

(1)

𝐴𝑜 = 1.25 × 1027 exp
(−4.4𝑒𝑉/𝑘𝑇)

(2)
Equation 4

where ∆𝑅𝑣𝑖𝑎 , 𝐴𝑜 and 𝑡 are the increase in via resistance in ohms, degradation
coefficient at a given temperature and annealing time in minutes, respectively.
Using this empirical formula, the total increase in via resistance due to the
process with α-Si as a sacrificial layer is less than 10-10%. This indicates that our
process is very compatible for CMOS integration, which is desirable for a CMOS
MEMS process as it saves valuable chip area.

5.3 Testing of some fabricated Structures
In this section a sample of the different structures fabricated will be tested to
verify their operation and to determine the problems and whether it is a fabrication or
a design problem.

5.3.1 Testing of the Thermal Actuators
The thermal actuators depicted in Figure 23 were tested. The experiment is done
by measuring the displacement of the tip vs. the input electrical power across the
actuator. EMPIRe group already has developed an experimental setup to calculate the
displacement of the tip by image recognition. Figure 37 shows the displacement vs.
the input power. A higher electrical power causes the structure to melt and loses its
mechanical stability. According to the authors [50], the idea for this actuator is to
have a dielectric beam in the middle of the two parts of the actuator to control the
motion of the tip in the y-direction with smaller motion in the x-direction.
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Figure 37 Electrical power vs displacement for thermal actuator

The displacement of the actuator shown is very small compared to the thermal
bent beam structure of the same angle (10o) studied for determining the CTE in
section 5.1.3, which experienced a maximum displacement of 10 microns at a
temperature of 220oC. A possible explanation could be the fact that the whole
structure in based on the thermal expansion of the SU-8 material only. Although there
is no electrical conduction in the middle control beam, the whole SU-8 body is heated
up and thermally expanding. Meaning, the control beam is expanding in the direction
opposing the motion of the tip. To design for a larger motion, the thermal expansion
of the control beam should be less than that of the actuation bent beam. Thus, the
small displacement problem is a design problem not a fabrication fault.
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5.3.2Determining the Pull-in Voltage of the different
structures
One of the main parameters in any mechanical switch or capacitor design is
the pull-in voltage. The pull-in voltage of any MEMS switch between two certain
conducting layers of it is defined as the voltage difference between those two layers
that is needed to attract them together. In a MEMS capacitor application, this voltage
should be higher than the voltage of operation in order not to short-circuit the
capacitor. In contrast, in MEMS switch applications, this voltage is the voltage of
interest for the switch to operate, and it is usually better to keep it low. Figure 38
shows a simple circuit to determine the pull-in voltage of a MEMS switch or a
capacitor. Using this configuration, the experiment starts with gradually changing the
voltage up from zero volts while observing the voltage across the resistor with the
voltmeter. As long as the pull-in is not reached, zero volts will be read across the
voltmeter. As the pull-in value is reached and the plates are in contact, the voltage
read across the resistor will be equal to the voltage of the source. This is under the
assumption that the contact resistance of the switch or the capacitor is very small
compared to the resistor connected in series.

Figure 38 Testing circuit for measuring the pull-in voltage of a) MEMS switch and b) MEMS capacitor
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The pull-in voltage of the mechanical switch depicted in Figure 21 was
determined to be 35±2 volts for 6 switches tested. This result is higher than what the
authors designed it to be which is in the range of 25 volts [51] although the Young’s
Modulus that the beams were designed for was 4.02GPa which is higher than the
actual value measured in section 5.1.2.3. This is mainly because of the out-of-plane
deformation that was shown in the SEM of Figure 21. This deformation causes the gap
to be higher at the tip of the beam and consequently requires more voltage to pull it in.
The pull-in voltage of the microphones shown in Figure 24 was also
investigated. The two plates of most of the structures were already in contact because
of the out-of-plane curvature. In the overall SEM image of the microphones shown in
Figure 24 c), out-of-plane deflection is almost observed in all the structures. This is
the same case for the 1.5*1.5mm2 energy harvesting structures fabricated in the thin
SU-8 process. For the thick SU-8 harvesters, there was not much out-of-plane
curvature but the gravity caused the thick SU-8 layer to sag and get in contact with the
substrate. For the microphones, the only structures that were not in contact were the
smallest structures shown in Figure 24 d). As shown in the SEM image, the structures
have different lengths of the beams 250µm, 150µm and 100µm. As the beam gets
shorter, the pull in voltage increases as the stiffness of the structure increases. The
pull-in voltage was measured to be 28±0.7 volts for capacitors with 250µm beam
length. The other structures had pull-in voltages larger than 50 volts which was not
measurable as the voltage source used had a maximum voltage of 50 volts.

5.4 Concluding remarks
In this chapter, the thin SU-8 process was characterized by calculating the density,
Young’s modulus and the CTE of SU-8. These values provide good information for
more accurate designs using the process in the future. Different structures fabricated
were tested. In-plane actuation through thermal expansion was demonstrated in the
bent-beam actuators, and also out-of-plane actuation was demonstrated in the MEMS
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switches and capacitors. Using the thin SU-8 process, square structures of 250µm×
250µm foot print and beams of 770µm×40µm were fabricated with minimum out-ofplane curvature. Careful tuning of the exposure dose and PEB can minimize the outof-plane curvature in devices of larger dimensions.
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6 Contribution and Future work
6.1 Summary of contributions
In this thesis, an SU-8 MEMS process was successfully designed and developed
with the following features and advantages
1) The SU-8 process has two conducting layer which allows the fabrication of
interesting electrostatic MEMS structures such as switches and capacitors with
their different applications.
2) It is based on a dry etchable sacrificial layer of amorphous silicon which is used
for the first time with SU-8 MEMS structures.
3) The process was developed with two options for forming conductive and nonconductive dimples to allow more design flexibility for the suitable applications
4) Parameters were tuned and determined for two sets of thicknesses for SU-8 layers:
thin (10-20µm) and thick (5-130µm) for use in different applications.
Lee et al [27] presented an SU-8 process based on assembly and bonding to
fabricate electrostatic microscanner. The process included a stationary electrode
patterned in a grooved cavity in a Si wafer and one attached to the SU-8 structure for
electrostatic actuation. Using the thick SU-8 process developed in this work, a similar
structure can be fabricated without the need of the assembly and bonding complexity.
Choa et al [34] presented an SU-8 process with thin SU-8 layers and electroplated Cu
layers to fabricate an RF serial switch. The SU-8 thin process can provide similar
devices without losing the advantage of the mechanical flexibility of the SU-8 as the
thicknesses Choa et al provided for the SU-8 and Cu are comparable to each other
(3µm and 2µm), and the Cu metal layer will have a dominant impact on the
mechanical properties of the devices fabricated.
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One of the main contributions of the thesis is that it provides an educational
tool for the students at KAUST with rapid processing. This is compared with using
standard commercialized processes like PolyMUMPS which takes 6 weeks to process
and is also more costly.

6.2 Future work
An approximate set of design rules for the process has been depicted and
discussed in appendix A. However, more characterization is needed in order to
optimize the design rules for the process. First, a new mask needs to be fabricated to
take the process to the limit for defining the smallest feature size especially for thick
SU-8 process. Another more controlled study needs to be carried out in order to
estimate the optimum Metal1 layer thickness and the post development exposure dose
and baking parameters needed to get uniformly flat structures of areas as large as 2×
2mm2. This will help generalize the process for more applications. Although
structures fabricated were successfully released without stiction, another mask set for
studying etch holes size and spacing needs to be fabricated to parameterize the release
time using the XeF2 gas pulses.
Lateral actuation using this process was demonstrated only through thermal
expansion. Lateral electrostatic actuation is of interest in some applications. Although
this cannot be implemented directly with the presented process, it can lead the way to
a new process at which the lateral excitation can be implemented. Figure 39 shows
SEM images of structures fabricated with the thin SU-8 process. These samples were
not blanketed with a metal layer for SEM. The contrast of color shown between the
sidewalls and the upper flat area indicates a metal layer existing on the side wall. This
can also be seen from the small sheet coming out of the side wall magnified in the
picture. This metal layer was deposited on the side wall during the ion etching of the
Metal1 layer after SU-8 development. The bombarding ions hitting the metal surface
sputtered the metal on the sidewall and it was attached to the SU-8. Further
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examination and characterization of this can lead to having a reasonably thick metal
layer that is attached to the bottom metal under the SU-8 which could allow lateral
actuation.

Figure 39 SEM Images showing metal layer on the sidewall
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CONCLUSION
In this thesis, an SU-8 MEMS process with two metalic electrode layers has
been developed using α-Si as a sacrificial layer. A comparison between the use of
PMGI and α-Si as a sacrificial layer was performed. α-Si showed better results in
terms of adhesion with the metal electrodes and less stiction due to the XeF2 dry
release method. The exposure dose, baking times, development times and post
development exposure and baking parameters were adjusted for two ranges of SU-8
thicknesses 5-10µm and 135µm. These parameters were used to develop “1.5”
MEMS

SU-8

process

with

two

electrodes

allowing

the

fabrication

of

electromechanical capacitors or switches. Also, two options of fabricating conductive
and non-conductive dimples were developed to allow more flexibility in the design.
The process was successfully utilized as an educational tool for classes in KAUST
which allowed the fabrication of different devices including: micro-electromechanical
switches and logic gates, capacitive microphones and energy harvesters and electrothermal actuators. A characterization of the mechanical properties of the SU-8
structures fabricated by the presented process was done. It includes the measurement
of the density, the Young’s Modulus and the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE).
Knowing these parameters, different fabricated structures was tested. The advantages
of using the presented SU-8 process are the low cost and fast fabrication procedure.
Moreover, the process utilizes the SU-8 mechanical properties in different MEMS
structures as well as the good electrical conductivity of metal in a simple way.
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APPENDICES
A. Process Design Rules
In this appendix, the design rules based on the runs done is depicted. For the
thick SU-8, minimum feature sizes were not studied enough as the structures built
with it were only the large 1.5*1.5mm2 capacitive structures. Therefore, the rules will
include the minimum features that were successfully fabricated not necessarily the
minimum that the process can achieve. Having conductive or non-conductive dimples
does not change the design rules.

A.1 Thin SU-8 Process design rules
Physical Layers

Mask Layers

Physical Layers

Nominal Thickness

Mask Layers

Thermal Oxide
Metal 0 Cr/Au
a-Si
Metal 1 Cr/Au/Cr
SU-8 1st layer
SU-8 2nd layer

500nm
50nm/150nm
4µm
50nm/150nm/50nm
10µm
13µm

METAL_0
ANCHOR
DIMPLE
SU-8_1
SU-8_2

Nominal Feature
Thickness
500nm
4µm
1µm
10µm
23µm

Rules Table (values in µm)
Level1

Level2

METAL_0

ANCHOR
DIMPLE
SU-8_1
SU-8_2
ANCHOR
SU-8_2
ANCHOR
SU-8_1

ANCHOR
DIMPLE

SU-8_1

SU-8_2

Min.
Feature
5

Min.
Spacing
5

Enclose

5
10

20

5

10

Spacing

Cut-in

Cut-out

10
5
5
5

5

10
5
5

5

10

10

10

10

10

10

10
5
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A.2 Thick SU-8 Process design rules
Physical Layers

Mask Layers

Physical Layers

Nominal Thickness

Mask Layers

Thermal Oxide
Metal 0 Cr/Au
a-Si
Metal 1 Cr/Au/Cr
SU-8 1st layer
SU-8 2nd layer

500nm
50nm/150nm
4µm
50nm/150nm/50nm
5µm
130µm

METAL_0
ANCHOR
DIMPLE
SU-8_1
SU-8_2

Nominal Feature
Thickness
500nm
4µm
1µm
5µm
130µm

Rules Table (values in µm)
Level1

Level2

METAL_0

ANCHOR
DIMPLE
SU-8_1
SU-8_2
ANCHOR
SU-8_2
ANCHOR
SU-8_1

ANCHOR
DIMPLE

SU-8_1

SU-8_2

Min.
Feature
5

Min.
Spacing
5

Enclose

5
50

20

25

10

Spacing

Cut-in

Cut-out

10
5
5
5

5

10
5
5

50

10

10

10

40

20

20

50
10
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B.

Run Sheet

B.1 Run Sheet for PMGI sacrificial layer (Thick
SU-8 Process)
Done

Recipe
Clean Procedure
a) HF+H2O 1:50 for 2 min for Oxide Removal + Clean with DI water and
Dry with Nitrogen
b) Acetone for 1 min and rinse with IPA and Dry it with Nitrogen
Thermal Oxidation
a) Target for 5000Ao oxide thickness
Defining Metal0 Mask (Dark Field Mask) (lift-off)
a) ECI 3027 spinning
Spin speed 750
1200
1750
Ramp
1000
1500
3000
Time
3 sec
3 sec
30 sec
o
b) Soft Bake: 100 C for 1 min
c) METAL0 Exposure: Exposure dose: 200 mj/cm2 with near UV
d) Photoresist Development: 60 seconds in AZ 726 MIF then DI water
clean then N2 drying
e) Exposure of the rest of the PR: 60 seconds.
f) O2 Plasma for PR descum
g) Cr and Gold Sputtering: Adjusted recipe for Cr50nm-Gold150nm.
h) Lift-off for 4 minutes in Acetone with ultrasound.
PMGI Sacrificial Layer Spinning
a) Spinning Different thicknesses of Sacrificial Layer
Spin speed
Acceleration
Time
900
500
30
b) Soft bake: 150 C for 1 minute then ramp up to 250 degrees and remain in
250 for 2 min then turn heating off and leave the plate to cool naturally
and get it out of the plate at 150 C.
Defining the Anchors (Dark Field)
a) ECI 3027 spinning
Spin speed 750
1200
1750
Ramp
1000
1500
3000
Time
3sec
3 sec
30 sec
o
b) Soft Bake: 100 C for 1 min
c) Anchor Exposure: 200 mj/cm2 with near UV
d) Photoresist Development: 60 seconds in AZ 726 MIF then DI water clean
then N2 drying
e) Deep UV Exposure: for 60 min
f) Near UV Exposure for 60 sec
g) Development: in AZ 726 MIF for 1 min and then clean with water and
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dry with N2
h) Reflow bake: 250 C for 1.5 min
Cr and Gold Sputtering
a) Adjusted recipe for (50nmCr/150nmAu/50nmCr).
Defining the Dimples (Dark Field)
a) ECI 3027 spinning
Spin speed 750
1200
1750
Ramp
1000
1500
3000
Time
3sec
3sec
30sec
b) Soft Bake: 100o C for 1 min
c) Dimple Exposure: 200 mj/cm2 with near UV
d) Photoresist Development: 60 seconds in AZ 726 MIF then DI water clean
then N2 drying
e) Metal Development: Gold developer for 15 sec and Cr developer for 5-10
sec then clean fast with water and N2 dry
f) Deep UV Exposure: for 5 min
g) Near UV Exposure: for 60 sec
h) AZ 726 MIF Development: for 60 seconds and 60 seconds in water then
cleaning with water carefully and drying
SU81 Layer Coating and Definition (for 5-130)
a) SU8 2005 Spinning
Spin speed 500
3000
Ramp
100
300
Time
5sec
40sec
b) Soft bake: 1 min at 65C and 3 min at 95C
c) SU8 1st layer exposure: 250 mj/cm2
d) Post Exposure Bake: 1 min at 65C then 3 min at 95C then 1 min at 65C
e) Develop the SU8 in SU8 developer for 5 minutes (4 in one bottle, one in
another fresh developer, 1 min in IPA then dry)
SU82 Layer Coating and Definition
a) SU8 2050 Spinning
Spin speed 500
1000
Ramp
100
300
Time
5sec
15sec
b) Soft Bake: 7 min at 65C and 60 min at 95C
c) SU8 2nd layer Exposure: 500 mj/cm2
d) Hard Bake: 5 min at 65C then 15 min at 95C then 2 min at 65C
Development of Uncross-linked SU8
a) The 4 stages of development
1. SU8 Developer 100ml for 30 min with agitation
2. SU8 Developer 100ml for 5 min with agitation
3. IPA 100 ml can return back if white color detected
4. Rinse with IPA on a waste container and dry with N2
Metal1 Definition
a) Metal Etching: 10 seconds Cr etchant, 15 seconds Au etchant, 10 seconds
Cr etchant then clean and dry.
Release Step
The 4 stages release
a) TMAH 25% 100ml for 30 min with agitation
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b) AZ 726 100 ml for 5 min with agitation
c) Water
d) IPA and Rinse with IPA on a waste container and dry with N2.

b) Run Sheet for α-Si Sacrificial Layer (Thin SU-8
Process)
Done

Recipe
Clean Procedure and Thermal Oxidation
1) HF+H2O 1:50 for 2 min for Oxide Removal + Clean with DI water
and Dry with Nitrogen
2) Piranha Clean
3) Target for 5000Ao oxide thickness
Cr and Gold Sputtering
1) Adjusted recipe for Cr50nm-Gold150nm.
Defining Metal0 Mask (Dark Field Mask) (lift-off)
i) ECI 3027 spinning
Spin speed 750
1200
1750
Ramp
1000
1500
3000
Time
3 sec
3 sec
30 sec
o
j) Soft Bake: 100 C for 1 min
k) METAL0 Exposure: Exposure dose: 200 mj/cm2 with near UV
l) Photoresist Development: 60 seconds in AZ 726 MIF then DI water
clean then N2 drying
m) Exposure of the rest of the PR: 60 seconds.
n) O2 Plasma for PR descum
o) Cr and Gold Sputtering: Adjusted recipe for Cr50nm-Gold150nm.
1) Lift-off for 4 minutes in Acetone with ultrasound.
α-Si Sacrificial Layer PECVD
1) Silane concentration of 25sccm, Argon concentration of 475sccm,
pressure of 800mTorr, table temperature of 250oC and RF power of
15Watt. Time 3h 20min.
Defining the Anchors (Dark Field)
1) ECI 3027 spinning
Spin speed 750
1200
1750
Ramp
1000
1500
3000
Time
3sec
3 sec
30 sec
o
2) Soft Bake: 100 C for 1 min
3) Anchor Exposure: 200 mj/cm2 with near UV
4) Photoresist Development: 60 seconds in AZ 726 MIF then DI water
clean then N2 drying
5) O2 Plasma for descum
6) RIE SF6 concentration of 15sccm, Oxygen concentration of 4sccm,
RIE power of 100Watt, ICP power of 1600Watt, pressure of 10mTorr
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and a table temperature of 10oC. The etching time is 4 minutes.
Cr and Gold Sputtering
1) Adjusted recipe for Cr50nm-Gold150nm-Cr50nm.
Defining the Dimples (Dark Field)
1) ECI 3027 spinning
Spin speed 750
1200
2000
Ramp
1000
1500
3000
Time
3sec
3sec
30sec
o
2) Soft Bake: 100 C for 1 min
3) Dimple Exposure: 200 mj/cm2 with near UV
4) Photoresist Development: 60 seconds in AZ 726 MIF then DI water
clean then N2 drying
5) O2 Plasma for descum
6) Metal Development: Ion milling using 30 sccm argon and 1000 ICP
power and 100 RF power for 6 min
7) 50Watt and ICP power is 500Watt and the etching time is 3 min.
SU81 Layer Coating and Definition (for 10-10)
1) SU8 2010 Spinning
Spin speed 500
3500
Ramp
100
300
Time
5sec
40sec
2) Soft bake: 1 min 65C, 4 min 95C, 1 min 65C.
3) SU8 1st layer exposure: 300 mj/cm2
4) PEB: 6 min 95C, 1 min 65C.
SU82 Layer Coating and Definition
1) SU8 2010 Spinning
Spin speed 500
3500
Ramp
100
300
Time
5sec
40sec
1) Soft Bake: 1 min 65C, 4 min 95C, 1 min 65C.
2) SU8 2nd layer Exposure: 500 mj/cm2
3) Hard Bake: 5 min 95C, 1 min 65C.
Development of Uncross-linked SU8
1) The 4 stages of development
a. SU8 Developer 100ml for 4 min with agitation in 30degrees.
b. SU8 Developer 100ml for 1 min with agitation in 30 degrees.
c. IPA 100 ml for 1 min can return back if white color detected
d. Rinse with IPA on a waste container and dry with N2
Metal1 Definition
1) RIE 200W, 80 sccmO2, 8 sccmCF4, 100mTor, 10°Cr Ashing for
residual striping 1 min
2) Metal Etching: Ion milling using 30 sccm Argon and 1500 ICP power
and 100 RF power for 7 min
Release Step
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Use XeF2 dry etching with 4Torr XeF2 and 0Torr nitrogen (time dependent
on dicing or whole wafer release)
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